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What is climate change? How does it work? Learn from the experts in the ALL-NEW

LADYBIRD EXPERT SERIESLearn about one of the most important issues facing our world

today in this clear, simple and enlightening introduction.From HRH The Prince of Wales,

environmentalist Tony Juniper and climate scientist Dr Emily Shuckburgh, it explains the

history, dangers and challenges of global warming and explores possible solutions with which

to reduce its impact.You'll learn about . . .- The causes and consequences of climate

disruption- Heatwaves, floods and other extreme weather- Disappearing wildlife- Acid oceans-

The benefits of limiting warming- Sustainable farming- New, clean technologies- The circular

economyLearn about other topics in the Ladybird Experts series including Gravity, Quantum

Physics, Climate Change and Evolution.Written by the leading lights and most outstanding

communicators in their fields, the Ladybird Expert books provide clear, accessible and

authoritative introductions to subjects drawn from science, history and culture.For an adult

readership, the Ladybird Expert series is produced in the same iconic small hardback format

pioneered by the original Ladybirds. Each beautifully illustrated book features the first new

illustrations produced in the original Ladybird style for nearly forty years.



HRH The Prince of WalesTony JuniperEmily ShuckburghCLIMATE CHANGEwith illustrations

byRuth PalmerContentsThe Earth’s climateA warming worldMelting ice and rising sea

levelsHeatwaves, droughts, floods and stormsThreats to people and where they

liveDisappearing wildlifeImpacts on businesses and communitiesClimate change in the distant

pastCauses of recent climate disruptionEmissions, sinks, and atmospheric accumulation of

carbonIncreasing energy demandClearing forests and damaging soilsPast and present

changes in carbon dioxideAcid oceansRisk of major environmental changesBenefits of limiting

warming to 1.5°CThe scale and urgency of pollution cutsEnergy solutionsForest solutionsFood

and farming solutionsCircular economyMeeting the challenge of climate changeNew

opportunities and improved quality of lifeOne EarthAuthor

AcknowledgementsAcknowledgementsThis book is the result of a conversation I had with a

friend following my return from having spoken at the opening session of the Paris Climate

Change Summit that took place in December 2015.He suggested that most people really don’t

understand what climate change is all about. “Why don’t you produce a simple plain English

guide to the subject?” he asked. Having thought about it, I began to realize that this might

perhaps be rather a good idea, considering how it is a subject that should be of profound

disquiet to anyone concerned about the long-term future of our world.After discovering that

Ladybird Books were indeed interested in producing such a guide in their “Ladybird Expert

Series”, I turned to Tony Juniper (whose knowledge on the subject is prodigious) and to Emily

Shuckburgh (a leading climate scientist) for assistance in compiling the book before you now.

To ensure the accuracy of our collective effort the book has been subject to peer-review by

eminent academics coordinated under the aegis of the Royal Meteorological Society.I hope this

modest attempt to alert a global public to the “wolf at the door” will make some small

contribution towards encouraging requisite action; action that must be urgently scaled up, and

scaled up now.The Publisher would like to thank the following for the illustrative references for

this book: Cover and here from photo © Wittwoophoto/Caters News; here from photo © Wang

Chengyun, Xinhua/Landov/Barcroft Media; here from photo © Gary Braasch; here from original

Ladybird illustration by John Kenney; here British Antarctic Survey © BBC; here from original

Ladybird illustration by Frank Humphris; here from photo © Robert Mulvaney; here Marshal

Islands from photo © Reinhard Dirscherl/Getty Images; here from original Ladybird illustration

by Charles Tunnicliffe; here from photo © Arnaud Bouissou-Medde/SG COP21/Flickr and Getty

Images.Every effort has been made to ensure images are correctly attributed, however if any

omission or error has been made please notify the Publisher for correction in future

editions.The Earth’s climateThe climate has a profound influence on all our daily lives and has

shaped the history of life on Earth. Climatic conditions are determined by the atmosphere,

oceans, land, ice and the life on our planet acting in concert under the power of the

Sun.Earth’s atmosphere forms a layer as thin in relative terms as the skin of an apple. It is

mostly made up of nitrogen and oxygen, but also contains smaller amounts of other gases.

These include those commonly referred to as greenhouse gases which trap the Sun’s heat and

keep the Earth warm enough for life to flourish.Satellites orbiting the Earth and monitoring

stations on the ground show that concentrations of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere are

increasing, in particular carbon dioxide. This is leading to rising temperatures and disruption to

the climate.We are already seeing dramatic impacts: altered weather patterns, reduced snow

and ice and a rise in sea levels.These impacts threaten food and water supply, people’s health,

security and economic activity, as well as wildlife and the natural world. If we act now to tackle



climate change, we will support progress towards a more prosperous, secure and sustainable

future. But if we don’t act immediately, this could all be at risk.A warming worldRecords from

thousands of weather stations across the world, and ocean data from ships and buoys, show

the temperature measured at the Earth’s surface has increased substantially over the past

century, and especially over the last fifty years. Certain regions, in particular the Arctic, have

seen much more warming than others.Some years have always been warmer or cooler than

others. This is because natural factors can cause year-to-year and decade-to-decade

temperature variations. These natural factors include changes to the strength of the Sun, the

impact of volcanic eruptions and climate cycles such as the El Niño

phenomenon.Nevertheless, the three decades from 1980 to 2010 all showed record warmth

compared with previous decades. Since the turn of the millennium, the world’s temperature has

typically been more than 0.75°C warmer than it was 150 years ago in Victorian times and in

2015 it reached 1°C warmer.Other observations from around the world, including warming of

the oceans from the surface to depths and reductions in ice and snow cover, provide further

evidence that planetary-scale warming is taking place.
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Mr. C. Sanderson, “The best clear, concise. The best clear, concise, comprehensive, short (60

pages) brief on climate change and related issues. Non activist, non political, un-hysterical.

Just the facts everyone needs to know for resilience planning and detecting political, fossil fuel

industry, and Murdoch misinformation and lies. Great gift (especially on Kindle), for children, 10

years old and above.”

H. Olde, “Very readable overview of climate change. Excellent summary of the evidence for

climate change and the action required to mitigate the impacts. Very easy and enjoyable to

read with accompanying illustrations.”

Just Me, “Humanity’s most important and urgent priority, explained simply. This book provides

some key facts and numbers but, above all, it explains what you would think would be blatantly

obvious but which seems to be not getting the vital priority around the world that is essential. It
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should be taught in every school - worldwide!”

Mrs Bumble, “Simple climate change book for children on up. Like all Ladybird books it is good

quality, and is easy to understand. It is a really good read, and one that I keep returning too.

Well done Prince Charles.”

Pjane Jackson, “Five Stars. Good read”

E.A.Spencer, “Five Stars. Excellent service. Good read”

Al, “A good introduction. A non-politicised, good and understandable introduction to a very big

subject. Bit basic but worth a read. Would recommend this book”

The book by Tony Juniper has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 55 people have provided feedback.
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